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Clear and Distinct Perception 
JOHN LOCKE 

T he better to understand the nature, ness or variety of thought, to invent or 
manner, and extent of our knowl frame one new simple idea in the mind, 

edge, one thing is carefully to be ob not taken in by the ways before men
served concerning the ideas we have; and tioned: nor can any force of the under
that is, that some of them are simple and standing destroy those that are there. 
some complex. The dominion of man, in this little world 

Though the qualities that affect of his own understanding being much
our senses are, in the things themselves, what the same as it is in the great world 
so united and blended, that there is no of visible things; wherein his power, 
separation, no distance between them; however managed by art and skill, 
yet it is plain, the ideas they produce in reaches no farther than to compound 
the mind enter by the senses simple and and divide the materials that are made 
unmixed. For, though the sight and to his hand; byt can do nothing towards 
touch often take in from the same the making the least particle of new 
object, at the same time, different ideas; matter, or destroying one atom of what 
-as a man sees at once motion and is already in being. The same inability 
colour; the hand feels softness and will everyone find in himself, who shall 
warmth in the same piece of wax: yet go about to fashion in his understanding 
the simple ideas thus united in the same one simple idea, not received in by his 
subject, are as perfectly distinct as senses from external objects, or 
those that come in by different senses. reflection from the operations of his own 
The coldness and hardness which a man mind about them, I would have anyone 
feels in a piece of ice being as distinct try to fancy any taste which had never 
ideas in the mind as the smell and white affected his palate; or frame the idea of 
ness of a lily; or as the taste of sugar, a scent he had never smelt: and when 
and smell of a rose. And there is nothing he can do this, I will also conclude that 
can be plainer to a man than the clear a blind man hath ideas of colours, and 
and distinct perception he has of those a deaf man true distinct notions of 
simple ideas; which, being each in itself sounds. 
uncompounded, contains in it nothing This is the reason why-though 
but one uniform appearance, or concep we cannot believe it impossible to God 
tion in the mind, and is not distinguish to make a creature with other organs, 
able into different ideas. and more ways to convey into the under

These simple ideas, the materials standing the notice of corporeal things 
of all our knowledge, are suggested and than those five, as they are usually 
furnished to the mind only by those two counted, which he has given to man
ways above mentioned, viz. sensation and yet I think it is not possible for any 
reflection. When the understanding is man to imagine any other qualities in 
once stored with these simple ideas, it bodies, howsoever constituted, whereby 
has the power to repeat, compare, and they can be taken notice of, besides 
unite them, even to an almost infinite sounds, tastes, smells, visible and tangible 
variety, and so can make at pleasure new qualities, And had. mankind been made 
complex ideas. But it is not in the but with four senses, the qualities then 
power of the most exalted wit, or which are the objects of the fifth sense 
enlarged understanding, by any quick- had been as far from our notice, imagi

fROM An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, John Locke. Book 2, Ch. 2, 
Sections 1-3 (originally published in 1690). 
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nation, and conception, as now any mansions of it, there may be other and 
belonging to a sixth, seventh, or eighth different intelligent beings, of whose 
sense can possibly be, which, whether faculties he has as little knowledge or 
yet some other creatures, in some other apprehension as a worm shut up in one 
parts of this vast and stupendous uni drawer of a cabinet hath of the senses or 
verse, may not have, will be a great understanding of a man; such variety 
presumption to deny. He that will not and excellency being suitable to the wis
set himself proudl" at the top of all dom and power of the Maker. I have 
things, but will consider the immensity here followed the common opinion of 
of this fabric, and the great variety that man'R having but five senses; though, 
is to be found in this little and incon perhaps, there may be justly counted 
siderable part of it which he has to do more;-but either supposition serves 
with, may be apt to think that, in other equally to my present purpose. 

Are Mistakes about One's Own Immediate 
Experience Only Verbal? 

ALFRED J. AYER 

L"or those who have the use of description of this sort is consistent with 
11 language, there is an intimate con our ignoring or infringing some relevant 
nection between identifying an object and linguistic rule. And this can happen also 
knowing what to call it. Indeed on many when the rule is of one's own making, 
occasions one's recognizing whatever it or at least constituted by one's own prac
may be is simply a matter of one's coming tice. When the usage which they infringe 
out with the appropriate word. Of course is private, such lapses can only be ~x
the word must be meant to designate the ceptional; for unless one's practice were 
object in question, but there are not, or generally consistent, there would be no 
need not be, two separate processes, one rule to break: but it is to be envisaged 
of fixing the object and the other of that they should now and then occur. 
labelling it. The intention is normally to If this is so, one can be mistaken, 
be found in the way in which the label is after all, in the characterization of one's 
put on. There is, however, a sense in present experience. One can at least mis- . 
which one can recognize an object with describe it in the sense that one applies 
out knowing how to describe it. One may the wrong word to it; wrong because it 
be able to place the object as being of the is not the word which by the rules of 
same sort as such and such another, one's language is correlated with an 

.or as having appeared before on such and 'object' of the sort in question. But the 
such occasions, although one forgets what reply to this may be that one would 
it is called or even thinks that it is called then be making only a verbal mistake. 
something which it is not. To a certain One' would be misusing words, but not 
extent this placing of the object is already falling into any error of fact. Those who 
a fashion of describing it: we are not maintain that statements which describe 
now concerned with the cases where some feature of one's present experience 
recognition, conceived in terms of adap are incorrigible need not deny that the 
tive behaviour, is independent of the use sentences which express them may be 
of any symbols at all: but our finding a incorrectly fomlUlated. What they are 

FROM The Problem of Knowledge, Alfred J. Ayer. (Middlesex, England Penguin 
BQoks, Ltd., 1956), Ch. 6, Section 2. Reprinted by permission of Penguin Books, Ltd. 
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trying to exclude is the possibility of 
one's heing factually mistaken. 

But what is supposed to be the 
difference in this context between a 
verbal and a factual mistake? The first 
thing to remark is that we are dealing 
with words which, though general in their 
application, are also ostensive: that is, 
they arc meant to stand for features of 
what is directly given in experience. And 
with respect to words of this kind, it is 
plausible to argue that knowing what 
they mean is simply a matter of being 
disposed to use them on the right occa
sions, when these are presented. It then 
appears to follow that to be in doubt as 
to the nature of something which is 
given, to wonder, for example, what 
colour this looks to me to be, is to be 
in doubt about the meaning of a word. 
And, correspondingly, to misdescribe 
what is given is to misuse a word. If I 
am not sure whether this looks crimson, 
what I am doubting is whether 'crimson' 
is the right word to describe this colour: 
if I resolve this doubt wrongly I have 

. used the word 'crimson' when I should 
not or failed to use it when I should. 
This example is made easier to accept 
because the word 'crimson' has a con
ventional use. It is harder to see how I 
can use a word improperly when it is I 
alone who sel the standard of propriety: 
my mistake would then have to consist 
in the fact that I had made an involun
tary departure from some consistent 
practice which I had previously followed. 
In any event, it is argued, my mistake is 
not factual. If I were to predict that 
something, not yet presented to me, was 
going to look crimson, I might very well 
be making a factual mistake. My use of 
the word 'crimson' may be quite cor
rect. It properly expresses my expecta
tion: only the expectation is not in fact 
fulfilled. But in such a case I venture 
beyond the description of my present 
experience: I issue.a draft upon the 
facts which they may refuse to honour. 
But for them to frustrate me I must put 
myself in their power. And this it is 
alleged I fail to do when I am merely 
recording what is directly given to me. 

My mistakes then can only be verbal. 
Thus we see that the reason why it is 
held to be impossible to make a factual 
error in describing a feature of one's 
present experience is that there is noth
ing in these circumstances which is 
allowed to count as one's being factually 
mistaken. 

Against this, some philosophers 
would argue that it is impossible to 
describe anything, even a momentary 
private experience, without venturing 
beyond it. If I say that what I seem to 
see is crimson, I am saying that it bears 
the appropriate resemblance in colour to 
certain other objects. If it does not so 
resemble them I have classified it 
wrongly, and in doing so I have made a 
factual mistake. But the answer to this is 
that merely from the statement that a 
given thing looks crimson, it cannot be 
deduced that anything else is coloured or 
even that anything else exists. The fact, 
if it be a fact, that the colour of the 
thing in question does not resemble that 
of other things which are properly 
described as crimson does indeed prove 
that in calling it crimson I am making a 
mistake; I am breaking a rule which 
would not exist unless there were, or at 
any rate could be, other things to which 
the word applied. But in saying that this 
is crimson, I am not explicitly referring 
to these other things. In using a word 
according to a rule, whether rightly or 
wrongly, I am not talking about the rule. 
I operate it but I do not say how it 
operates. From the fact that I have to 
refer to other things in order to show 
that my description of something is cor
rect, it does not follow that my descrip
tion itself refers to them. We may admit 
that to describe is to classify; but this 
does not entail that in describing some
thing one is bound to go beyond it, in 
the sense that one actually asserts that 
it is related to something else. 

Let us allow, then, that there can 
be statements which refer only to the 
contents of one's present experiences. 
Then, if it is made a necessary condition 
for being factually mistaken that one 
should make some claim upon the facts 

which goes beyond the content of one's 
present experience, it will follow that 
even when .these statements misdescribe 
what ttiey refer to the error is not fac
tual: and then there appears no choice 
but to say that it is verbal. The question 
is whether this ruling is to be accepted. 

The assumption which lies behind 
it is that to understand the meaning of 
an ostensive word one must be able to 
pick out the instances to which it applies. 
If I pick out the wrong instances, or fail 
to' pick out the right ones, I shoW that I 
have not learned how to use the word. 
If I hesitate whether to apply it to a 
given case, I show that I am so far 
uncertain of its meaning. Now there is 
clearly some truth in this assumption. 
We should certainly not say that some
one knew the meaning of an ostensive 
word if he had no idea how to apply it; 
more than that, we require that his use 
of it should, in general, be both confident 
and right. But this is not to say that in 
every single case in which he hesitates 
over the application of the word, he 
must be in doubt about its meaning. Let 
us consider an example. Suppose that 
two lines' of approximately the same 
length are drawn so that they both come 
within my field of vision and I am then 
asked to say whether either of them 
looks to me to be the longer, and if so 
which. I think I might very well be 
uncertain how to answer. But it seems 
very strange to say that what, in such a 
case, I should be uncertain about would 
be the meaning of the English expression 
'looks longer than', It is not at all like 
the case where I know which looks to 
me the longer, but having to reply in 
French, and speaking French badly, I 
hesitate whether to say 'plus longue' or 
'plus large'. In this case I am uncertain 
only about the proper use of words, but 
in the other surely I am not. I know 
quite well how the words 'looks longer 
than' are used in English. It is just that 
in the present instance I am not sure 
whether, as a matter of fact, either of 
the lines does look to me to be longer 
than the other. 

But if I can be in doubt about this 
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matter of fact, I can presumably also 
come to the wrong decision. I can judge 
that this line looks to me to be longer 
than that one, when in fact it does not. 
This would indeed be a curious position 
to be in. Many would say that it was an 
impossible position, on the ground that 
there is no way of distinguishing between 
the way things look to someone and the 
way he judges that they look. After all 
he is the final authority on the way things 
look to him, and what criterion is there 
for deciding how things look to him 
except the way that he assesses them? 
But in allowing that he may be uncertain , 
how a thing looks to him, we have 
already admitted this distinction. We 
have drawn a line between the facts and 
his assessment, or description, of them,l 
Even so, it may be objected, there is no 
sense in talking of there being a mistake 
unless it is at least possible that the 
mistake should be discovered. And how 
could it ever be discovered that one had 
made a mistake in one's account of 
some momentary, private experience? 
Clearly no direct test is possible. The 
experience is past; it cannot be pro
duced for reinspection. But there may 
still be indirect evidence which would 
carry weight. To return to our example, 
if I look at the lines again, it may seem 
quite clear to me that A looks longer 
than B, whereas I had previously been 
inclined to think that B looked longer 
than A, or that they looked the same 
length. This does not prove that I was 
wrong before: it may be that they look 
to me differently now from the way they 
did then. But J might have indirect, say 
physiological, evidence that their appear
ance, that is the appearance that they 
offer to me, has not changed. Or I may 
have reason to believe that in the rele
vant conditions things look the same to 
certain other people as they do to me: 
and then the fact that the report given 

1 Yes, but it may still be argued that his 
assessment, wben he ·reaches it, settles the 
question. The point is whether a meaning 
can be given to saying that ,he decides 
wrongly. I suggest that it can. 
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by these other people disagrees with 
mine may have some tendency to show 
that 1 am making a mistake. In any 
event it is common ground that one 
can misdescribe one's experience. The 
question is only whether such misde
scription is always to be taken as an 
instance of a verbal mistake. My con
tention is that there are cases in which 
it is more plausible to say that the mis
take is factuaL 

If I am right, there is then no class 
of descriptive statements which are 
incorrigible. However strong the experi
ential basis on which a descriptive state
ment is put forward, the possibility of its 
falsehood is not excluded. Statements 
which do no more than describe the 
content of a momentary, private experi
ence achieve the greatest security 
because they run the smallest risk. But 
they do run some risk, however small, 
and because of this they too can come 
to grief. Complete security is attained 
only by statements like '1 exist' which 
function as gesticulations. But the price 
which they pay for it is the sacrifice of 
descriptive content. 

We are left still with the argument 
that some statements must be incorrigi
ble, if any arc ever to be verified. If the 
statements which have been taken as 
basic are fallible like all the rest, where 
does the process of verification termi
nate? The answer is that it terminates in 
someone's having some experience, and 
in his accepting the truth of some state
ment which describes it, or, more 
commonly, the truth of some more far
reaching statement which the occurrence 
of the experience supports. There is 
nothing fallible about the experience 
itself. What may he wrong is only one's 
identification of it. If an experience has 
been misidentified, one will be misled 
into thinking that some statement has 
been verified when it has not. But this 
does not mean that we never verify any-' 
thing. There is no reason to doubt that 
the vast majority of our experiences are 
taken by us to be What they are; in which 
case they do verify the statements which 
are construed as describing them. What 

we do not, and can not, have is a logical 
guarantee that our acceptance of a 
statement is not mistaken. It is chiefly the 
belief that we need such a guarantee that 
has led philosophers to hold that somt: at 
least of the statements which refer to 
what is immediately given to us in 
experience must be incorrigible. But, as 
I have already remarked, even if there 
could be such incorrigible statements, the 
guarantee which they provided would 
not be worth very much. In any given 
case it would operate only for a single 
person and only for the fleeting moment 
at which he was having the experience 
in question. It would not, therefore, be 
of any help to us in making lasting addi
tions to our stock of knowledge. 

In allowing that the descriptions 
which people give of their experiences 
may be factually mistaken, we are dis
sociating having an experience from 
knowing that one has it. To know that 
one is having whatever experience it 
may be, one must not only have it but 
also be able to identify it correctly, and 
there is no necessary transition from one 
to the other; not to speak of the cases 
when we do not identify our experiences 
at all, we may identify them wrongly. 
Once again, this does not mean that we 
never know, or never really know, what 
experiences we are having. On the Con
trary it is exceptional for us not to know. 
All that is required is that we should be 
able to give an account of our experi
ences which is both confident and cor
rect; and these conditions are very fre
quently fulfilled. It is no rebuttal of our 
claim to knowledge that, in this as in 
other domains, it may sometimes happen 
that we think we know when we do not. 

The upshot of our argument is that 
the philosopher's ideal of certainty has 
no application. Except in the cases where 
the truth of a statement is a condition of 
its being made, it can never in any cir
cumstances be logically impossible that 
one should take a statement to be true 
when it is false; and this holds good 
whatever the statement. may be, whether, 
for example, it is itself necessary or con-

It would, however, be a mistake 

to express this conclusion by saying, 
lugubriously or in triumph, that nothing 
is really certain. There Ijre a great many 
statements the truth of which we rightly 
do not doubt; and it is perfectly correct 
to say that they are certain. We should 
not be bullied by the sceptic into 
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renouncing an expression for which we 
have a legitimate use. Not that the scep
tic's argument is fallacious; as usual his 
logic is impeccable. But his victory is 
empty. He robs us of certainty only by 
so defining it as to make it certain that 
it cannot be obtained. 




